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1 / return engagement
An elegant silver-martelé jug created in 1935 by
Viennese designer and architect Otto Prutscher
has been brought back into production by
Wiener Silber Manufactur. Hand formed of solid
silver with a gold-plated interior, the 10" h.
pitcher costs $11,000 at Neue Galerie Design Shop.
212-994-9496; neuegalerie.org
2 / trick of the eye
Brazilian stylesetter Fabrizio Rollo has teamed
with porcelain firm Richard Ginori for the Optical collection, inspired by both Italian marble
floors and Victor Vasarely’s Op Art works. A 12piece set includes dinner plates, salad plates,
and soup bowls (not shown) and costs $648. A
set of four cups and saucers is $378.
011-55-11-4612-3600; 6f.com.br
3 / Soft Landing
Cristina Azario, a former creative director for
Frette, has launched her debut collection of
linens and accessories, including the Taro cashmere throw. Inspired by Argentine equestrian
style, the leather-accented throw is 50" x 70"
and costs $2,400. In addition to the gray/zest
colorway, shown, and natural/chocolate, it
can be ordered in custom colors.
646-649-4806; cristinaazario.com
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4 / white magic
Bilbao Uplighter, a shapely floor lamp by Mr.
Brown, features a subtly textured, hand-applied
gesso finish reminiscent of Art Deco designs.
The 17" dia. lamp stands 72" h. and is $1,485.
336-886-2400; mrbrownhome.com
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5 / historical perspective
For his Summer Palace altar table, Chinese designer July Zhou looked to the namesake Beijing
landmark, reinterpreting its vividly decorated
architecture in painted Lucite. The Ming-style
table measures 65" w. x 18" d. x 35" h. and costs
$10,580 at Pagoda Red.
773-235-1188; pagodared.com
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